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today we have a very functional prototype that demonstrates some of the ideas behind building a community. we
are now raising money so that we can build a solution that meets the needs of the consultant market in a highly
scalable manner. lately, we have been working on a lot of cool things such as community building and customer

development. we are using our (mostly) phone-less app to do real-time customer development where a user goes
through our app and provides us with feedback. a more recent feature has been the addition of a payment

gateway so that a customer can pay for a project through our platform. another project we started was
gotomeeting, a long term vision of making tools available to each other for easily collaborating on projects. after
going through all of these challenges on our path to build the world’s first decentralized mobility platform, we’re

now looking forward to unlocking that potential for millions of people to ride on the mobility ecosystem. it is
important to notice that this is a special service. we provide a batch of special batch of cannabis offers at a cheap
price - for free! at the start of our operations, we had made cannabis available by mail by request from people. our

users were always honest and asked us, for free, to deliver by mail the cannabis that they were going to use in
their medical practice. some patients, in fact, were between the ages of 18 to 59 and told us that they were

looking for a quality of marijuana. this service was not meant to profit, but was because our customers wanted to
pay less, especially when we agreed with their doctors in most cases.
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